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aste and smell dysfunction are common clinical problems inhibiting quality of life in millions of patients in the U.S. These symptoms
usually relate to chronic disease processes which initiate loss and distortion of taste and smell. These diseases include hormonal,
metabolic, hematological, neurological, trace metal and nutritional processes. Normally these processes provide growth factors to stimulate
stem cells in taste buds and olfactory epithelium. These growth factors are secreted by parotid glands into saliva to generate taste buds and
by serous glands into nasal mucus to generate olfactory epithelium. Stem cells, under the influence of these growth factors, generate taste
bud and olfactory receptors by which taste and smell function normally occurs. Any pathology which inhibits growth factor secretions
causes loss and distortion of taste and smell. Most otolaryngologists consider these symptoms related to oral or nasal pathology but
biochemical inhibition of growth factor secretion is the major culprit. Since otolaryngologists are the major physician group to whom
patients with these symptoms turn for help understanding generation of these symptoms and their correction is critical. However, methods
to accomplish this understanding are not commonly available. We developed systems to assist otolaryngologists to evaluate and treat
patients with these symptoms. These systems involve (1) psychophysical techniques to measure taste and smell function, (2) biochemical
techniques to collect and measure growth factors in saliva and nasal mucus and (3) therapeutic methods to correct these dysfunctions.
Drugs which increase these growth factor secretions have successfully corrected these symptoms in over 50% of patients.
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